
LETS GET CREATIVE IN A CRISIS

WEEK 7
MOVEMENT!

||    YOUR TASK
Take 3-6 photos or create an artwork 
about inspired by movement. You 
could use a different techniques, 
settings and mediums.

This week’s theme is Movement!Movement! There are many ways that you can capture movement. In art, a 
simple but effective method for capturing movement in your art is to use suggestive brushwork 
which mimics the general movement and gesture. In photography, you can capture movement 
using different shutter speeds or maybe using a flash. You could even create movement in post 
production! You could capture water, cars or maybe your pets! Anything that moves!

||    SUBMITTING 
   YOUR WORK
Please submit your work by 
next Sunday 7pm. 

To submit, if you have created an artwork, 
please scan or take a photo of your work. 
Ensure that your photo is in a JPEG or 
PDF format and is under 10mb. 

Similarly, photographers, please save 
your photos as a JPEG, ensuring they are 
no bigger than 10mb if sending via email. 

If your photos and artwork are too big to 
send, please use wetransfer. See seperate 
handout.

Please send your submissions to 
gemma.clark@gbmc.ac.ukgemma.clark@gbmc.ac.uk

In your email, please include your name, 
equipment and techniques used, and 
your instagram or website (if you have 
one).

If you upload any work to instagram, be 
sure to tag me @gemmaclarktutor@gemmaclarktutor and 
use the hashtag #letsgetcreativeinacrisis#letsgetcreativeinacrisis

If you have any questions in the mean 
time, please let me know.

Looking forward to seeing all of 
your submissions!



To photograph while rotating a camera on its vertical or horizontal axis in order to keep a moving 
person or object in view.

Shutter speed
Shutter speed is an important aspect to panning therefore setting 
your camera to shutter speed priority mode is the best for this 
technique.

The actual shutter speed depends on the speed of your subject but 
it will generally be between 1/30 - 1/125. It also depends on how 
much motion blur you want.

Auto-Focus
To begin with, its best to use the automatic focusing technique when 
panning. 

To make sure that you focus on the subject accurately, switch on the 
continuous focus tracking mode (AF-C on Nikon, and AI Servo for Canon). 

This helps your camera to continuously focus on the subject as it moves 
across the frame.

Continuous Shooting Mode
By setting your camera to the continuous shooting mode, you will have a 
better chance of capturing the image. 

As well as this, you will also minimise camera shake from pressing the shutter button.
 
Tips
Use a tripod - Use a tripod when photographing to help you achieve a clear subject.
Position your camera so it is the same height as your subject.

TECHNIQUE TO TRY - 
PANNING


